In a spirit of greatness, we offer local associations,
“Ovation!” a program that honors the work CTA
members do every day. Ovation! is a member
recognition program for local chapters. It was
designed by South Bay Teacher Think Tank members
to promote local recognition of CTA colleagues. IFT
hopes that our chapter leaders will use the Ovation!
toolkit to identify and celebrate their local members
who have outstanding projects, classroom programs
and support systems that are Strength-Based and
embody IFT’s Seven Factors in a school culture of
success.
The CTA Institute for Teaching believes that
greatness already exists in our schools. We seek to
identify what is working in classrooms and schools
and to build on these strengths. Contrary to the
pervasive narrative that teacher unions only protect
“bad” teachers, Ovation! is designed to demonstrate
that our Union supports excellence in teaching.

Palo Alto EA President Teri Baldwin (left) and Temecula Valley EA
President Jeff Kingsberg (above) present Ovation awards to their
members.

Go to www.teacherdrivenchange.org to download the Ovation! booklet.
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Ovation! pilot- East Side TA, July 2016,
Santa Teresa High School, San Jose CA

Ovation! Frequently Asked Questions
What is Ovation!

Ovation! is a member recognition program for local chapters. It was created by IFT Teacher Think Tank
members and is designed to promote local recognition of CTA colleagues. Chapter leaders can use the
Ovation! toolkit to identify and celebrate members who have outstanding projects, classroom programs
and support systems that parallel the Seven Factors of the CTA’s Institute for Teaching’s Strength-Based
Matrix (above right).

Who is eligible and how does someone get nominated?

Every CTA member is eligible. Nominations for Ovation! could come from anyone. The nomination form
should be made available to fellow educators, students, parents and community members.

Who selects the Ovation! honorees?
The local chapter decides. It could be the Executive Board, the chapter’s Member Engagement Committee
or a special committee formed for this purpose.

How many teachers should we honor? These decisions are ultimately up to each individual local CTA

chapter. The IFT’s main goal is to recognize teachers who are truly exhibiting strength-based teaching.
If multiple teachers seem to be deserving of this honor, consider spacing out the awards over several
months to give each a chance to have the spotlight at a different time.

How frequently should we honor teachers?

Initially Ovation! was envisioned as something that might happen monthly at school sites but for other local
associations it might be easier to have the recognition at the end of each semester. This recognition could
also be something that rotates around the district at different schools over the course of the year.
The nominees deserving of the Ovation! could be recognized at different times throughout the school year.
It could also be presented annually. The key is that the Union should make these decisions.

